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Interface

A [designed] point where two 
systems, subjects, 
organizations, etc., meet and 
interact.



Interface

A [designed] point within an 
experience that enables a 
person to interact with 
objects or other people, for a 
specific purpose.



Interfaces must consider  
user goals. What do they  
want to do, why are they  
doing it, and how do they  
want it to work?

Life Goals
End Goals
Experience Goals





Life Goals

Who the person wants to be.

These goals address why the user 
is trying to accomplish this goal.

How does this task fit into their 
bigger life picture?



Life Goals

“Live the good life”
“Be a good person”
“Succeed in my ambition”
“Be respected by my peers”



End Goals

What the user wants to do.

The users motivation for 
performing the tasks associate 
with an interface.

End goals are the foundation for 
the interface’s behaviors and tasks



End Goals

“Stay connected with family”
“Find new music”
“Order a meal”
“Cross the street”



Experience Goals

How the user wants to feel

Persona-driven goals that 
describe the quality of the 
interaction with an interface.

Provides focus for sensorial 
characteristics.



Experience Goals

“Feel smart and in control”
“Have fun”
“Feel relaxed”
“Remain focused and alert”



Life Goals
End Goals
Experience Goals

The combination of these goals 
paint a better picture of who is 
using the interface. They should 
amplify your persona narrative.



How do you know if your design 
is successful?

1. The desirability triad
2. The prototyping process



Desirability

An interface should be:

Useful
Usable
Pleasurable





Usability

Can I accomplish the task  
at hand?





Pleasurable

Is the interface something I would 
want to use?





Prototyping

The process of producing early 
designs—or aspects of a design— 
in order to test the success of 
your solution.



Useful
Usable
Pleasurable

How could we test
this prototype?



Prototyping

Time

Fi
de

lit
y



Prototyping

Generate Evaluate

Analysis



Prototyping made simple:

1. Make something
2. Give it to some else and  

ask them to use it
3. Reflect on what you saw and 

determine what needs revision



Interface Design:  
Step Two (after goal definition)

Workflow/Storyboard

What are the finite steps of  
the interaction?









Recap

What is an interface?
Three types of goals
Desirability triad
Prototype low and fast
Workflow/storyboarding



The next few weeks

We have 3 weeks left.

Next week, on Monday and Wednesday, we 
want to see early prototypes of you 
interface/artifact.

Then, you 2 weeks to refine the design and 
prepare your posters.

Group displays will be hung (by you) during 
the last class of 8w1: 16 Oct.


